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This paper proposes a scheduling algorithm, namely Wireless Timed Token Protocol

(WTTP), for the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) Controlled Channel Access (HCCA)

in IEEE 802.11e. WTTP provides traffic streams with a minimum reserved rate, as required

by the standard, and it accounts for two types of traffic streams simultaneously, depending

on the corresponding application: constant bit rate, which are served according to their

rate, and variable bit rate traffic streams. The latter are guaranteed a minimum rate, but

they are also allowed to exploit unused bandwidth, which preserves small access delays in

case of bursty arrivals. Additionally, WTTP shares the capacity which is not reserved for

QoS traffic streams transmissions among traffic flows with no specific QoS requirements.

We also propose a strategy for the QoS Access Point to infer the idle/busy status of the up-

link transmission buffers, based on cross layer information made available at the MAC by

the application layer, which allows channel capacity to be saved. WTTP exhibits O(1) per

packet computational complexity. We evaluate the performance of WTTP via simulation

under different traffic conditions, and we investigate its resilience to variations of different

system parameters.

I. Introduction

In recent years Wireless Local Area Networks

(WLANs) have become very popular due to the in-

creasing interest of residential and office customers in

a ubiquitous service. Within this framework, the IEEE

802.11 has established itself as the worldwide stan-

dard in indoor and outdoor wireless LANs [19]. On

the other hand, the high level of performance provided

by the wired networks is driving users towards an

emerging set of applications with Quality of Service

(QoS) requirements, such as phone or videoconfer-

ence over IP networks. QoS applications exhibit dif-

ferent traffic arrival patterns, being either Constant Bit

Rate (CBR) or Variable Bit Rate (VBR), and they re-

quire strict delay bounds. Those applications will co-

exist with legacy TCP-based applications, which have

no specific QoS requirements. In order to support ap-

plications with QoS requirements, IEEE recently pub-

lished an amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard,

namely IEEE 802.11e [20], which adds the Hybrid

Coordination Function (HCF). The latter specifies two

access mechanisms: Enhanced Distributed Channel

Access (EDCA), which is based on a distributed con-

trol and enables prioritized channel access, and HCF

Controlled Channel Access (HCCA), which on the

∗A preliminary version of this paper has appeared in [9]

other hand requires centralized scheduling, and allows

the applications to negotiate parameterized service

guarantees in the context of Traffic Streams (TSs).

The Hybrid Coordinator (HC) provides scheduling for

both the QoS Access Point (QAP) and QoS Stations

(QSTAs), by dispensing transmission opportunities

(TXOPs) of variable size to both downlink and uplink

TSs. Downlink TXOPs are granted for transmission

to QoS Stations (QSTAs) from the QAP. Uplink TX-

OPs consist of data messages transmitted by QSTAs

in response to individual polling messages sent from

the QAP to TSs. Although the IEEE 802.11e standard

does not specify a mandatory scheduling algorithm,

it mandates TSs to be provided with a minimum re-

served rate, under controlled channel conditions.

Providing an efficient schedule of both CBR and

VBR traffic simultaneously is a daunting task. While

CBR traffic has a regular arrival pattern, VBR traf-

fic rate varies greatly, with a peak rate which is often

much larger than the average rate. Therefore, unlike

CBR, VBR traffic cannot be served efficiently when

TSs are provided with a fixed service rate. In fact,

if a VBR TS is guaranteed a minimum rate equal to

its average rate, large bursts are likely to experience

high, unfeasible delays. On the other hand, reserv-

ing the peak rate would entail a substantial wastage

of the reserved capacity. Several HCCA scheduling
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Figure 1: HCCA sample frame exchange sequence

algorithms have been proposed in the literature (see

for example [2] [3] [7] [14] [24] [33]). Some of these

(e.g., [7] [33]) are explicitly tailored to CBR traffic,

and perform poorly with VBR traffic [11]. Others, in-

stead, (e.g., [2] [3] [14] [24]) try to dynamically adjust

the TXOP duration to react to variations in the arrival

pattern. These algorithms, although more efficient, of-

ten exhibit a large computational complexity.

In this paper, we propose a simple scheduling al-

gorithm, namely the Wireless Timed Token Proto-

col (WTTP), which is explicitly tailored to account

for both CBR and VBR traffic simultaneously. More

specifically, WTTP provides CBR TSs with a fixed

capacity. VBR TSs, instead, are reserved a minimum

rate, but they are also allowed to exploit unused band-

width, i.e. the one which is currently not reserved to

TSs, to limit the delay of occasional bursts. WTTP

shares bandwidth among both uplink and downlink

TSs. Unlike downlink TSs, whose queues reside at the

QAP, uplink TSs queues reside at the QSTAs. Thus,

the QAP does not know their backlog state. When

the QAP polls an idle TS, some channel bandwidth

is wasted. In order to solve this problem, we de-

vised a strategy to infer the backlog state of uplink

TSs at the QAP. The QSTAs piggyback the amount

of buffered data on outgoing uplink data messages,

which is a standard (although optional) capability of

IEEE 802.11e, and advertise the nominal interval at

which packets are generated by the applications. Such

information is made available at the QAPs MAC by

the applications, in a cross-layer approach. Finally,

WTTP also strives to minimize the amount of chan-

nel capacity scheduled as TXOPs, provided that the

minimum reserved rates are guaranteed. In fact, the

standard specifies that the channel capacity not con-

sumed by the QAP as downlink/uplink TXOPsmay be

used by contention-based access functions, either the

Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) or EDCA,

which are tailored for applications with no specific

QoS requirements, which can thus coexist with QoS

traffic. Therefore, minimizing the overall length of

TXOPs also improves the performance of such kind

of traffic.

As its name suggests, WTTP is inspired by the

Timed Token Protocol (TTP), in that it applies the

same rules to either schedule extra bandwidth allo-

cations to VBR traffic flows or let contention-based

traffic access the medium. WTTP has a low com-

putational complexity, requiring O(1) operations per
packet transmission. Therefore, it is more efficient

compared to those algorithms proposed in the liter-

ature which are based on sorting packet deadlines.

Moreover, it does not require complex algorithms to

be applied at the QAP to estimate buffer occupancy at

QSTAs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section II introduces the IEEE 802.11 standard and

the IEEE 802.11e enhancements. In Section III the

WTTP scheduling algorithm is described. The related

work is discussed in Section IV. Section V describes

the simulation results and conclusions are drawn in

Section VI.

II. IEEE 802.11e MAC protocol

The IEEE 802.11e standard [19] describes those en-

hancements to the MAC services and functions of the

IEEE 802.11 standard [20] aimed at enabling Quality

of Service provisioning. The IEEE 802.11 specifies

two access functions, respectively Distributed Coordi-

nation Function (DCF) and Point Coordination Func-

tion (PCF). In IEEE 802.11e, two additional access

mechanisms are defined: the Enhanced Distributed

Channel Access (EDCA) and the HCF Controlled

Channel Access (HCCA), both in the context of the

Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF). To ensure com-
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patibility with legacy devices, the standard allows the

coexistence of DCF and PCF with HCF.

EDCA achieves traffic differentiation in a dis-

tributed manner [28]. At each QoS Station (QSTA)

four Access Categories (ACs) are defined, whose traf-

fic contends for the medium using different access pa-

rameters, such as the minimum contention window.

Moreover, QSTAs are allowed to transmit multiple

frames without contending for medium access within

an EDCA transmission opportunity (TXOP), whose

maximum duration depends on the AC. In an infras-

tructure network, the set of parameters for each AC is

advertised by the QAP, which also performs the ad-

mission control.

On the other hand, HCCA is a centralized ac-

cess mechanism controlled by the Hybrid Coordina-

tor (HC). For the ease of reading, since the HC is

collocated with the QAP, we will not distinguish be-

tween them, and assume that the QAP performs band-

width management as well. Each QSTA may have up

to eight established Traffic Streams (TSs). A TS is

characterized by a Traffic Specification (TSPEC) ne-

gotiated between the QSTA and the QAP. A TSPEC

consists of many parameters, most of which optional,

which can be used to characterize the application traf-

fic and requirements in several ways. In this work,

we consider the subset of six mandatory TSPEC fields

only, which are, for TS i: Mean Data Rate (Ri), Nom-

inal Service Data Unit (SDU) Size (Ni), Maximum

SDU Size (Mi), Minimum PHY Rate (Γi), Delay

Bound (Di), Maximum Service Interval (MSIi). The
first five parameters characterize the TS. The delay

bound, in particular, specifies the maximum lifetime

of an SDU at the QSTA: if an SDU experiences a de-

lay greater thanDi, it is dropped by the QSTA.MSIi,

instead, is a service requirement, and it corresponds to

the maximum time that can elapse between two sub-

sequent polls to the same QSTA. The standard allows

one to specify one between Di and MSIi, or both.

The nominal SDU size field includes one bit (namely,

Fixed Subfield) that is used to indicate whether the TS

generates SDUs of constant size or not. Thereafter,

we refer to TSs having constant size SDUs as Con-

stant Bit Rate (CBR) TSs, and to TSs whose SDUs

have variable size as Variable Bit Rate (VBR) TSs.

The QAP enforces the negotiated QoS guaran-

tees by scheduling TXOPs during Controlled Access

Phases (CAPs). CAPs are initiated by the QAP with

a higher priority than that of medium access mecha-

nisms based on contention, i.e. DCF or EDCA. More

specifically, the QAP waits for the medium to remain

idle for a PCF Inter-Frame Space (PIFS) before ac-

cessing the medium, where PIFS is greater than the

access interval used by DCF/EDCA transmissions,

and smaller than the Short Inter-Frame Space (SIFS),

which separates frames within the same exchange. A

CAP consists of one or more TXOPs, during which

the QAP may either transmit SDUs belonging to es-

tablished downlink TSs or poll one or more QSTAs

by specifying the maximum time that they can oc-

cupy the medium. A QSTA is never allowed to ex-

ceed the TXOP limit imposed by the QAP, includ-

ing interframe spaces and acknowledgments. If the

TS of a polled QSTA is not backlogged, then the

QSTA responds with a QoS CF-Null frame (or null,

for short). Fig. 1 shows a sample frame exchange

sequence during which the QAP transmits two data

frames and polls the QSTA, which in turn transmits

two data frames. As reported in the figure, the TXOP

issued by the QAP by means of the poll piggybacked

on the data message must be greater than or equal to

the cumulative duration of the data messages from the

QSTA, including interframe spaces and acknowledg-

ment messages. The QAP is responsible for schedul-

ing TXOPs so that the negotiated TSPEC parameters

of admitted TSs are satisfied, under controlled operat-

ing conditions. More specifically, for any time interval

[t1, t2] greater than a minimum Specification Interval,
which is advertised by the QAP, the HCCA function

is committed to schedule to TS i a number of TXOPs
whose cumulative duration Wi(t1, t2) is such that:

Wi(t1, t2) ≥
⌈
t2 − t1 − ∆i

Ni/Ri

⌉
· tx(Ni,Γi), (1)

where tx(Ni,Γi) is the time to transmit an SDU of
nominal sizeNi at the physical rate Γi including MAC

control frames and interframe spaces 1, and ∆i is

equal toMSIi, if the latter is specified, otherwise it is

equal to Di ([20] par. 9.9.3.2). The IEEE 802.11e al-

lows the QSTAs to dynamically change their physical

transmission rates so as to improve the performance

by following the time-varying wireless link quality.

The standard does not specify the algorithm to per-

form rate switching, which is thus vendor-dependent.

Usually, a combination of the number of retransmis-

sions and the measured Signal-to-Noise (SNR) is used

[16]. Therefore, it is possible that the current rate

γi employed for TS i is different from the minimum

PHY rate Γi advertised in the TSPEC. If γi < Γi, then

1If the Block Acknowledgment mechanism, which is optional

in IEEE 802.11e, is enabled, tx(Ni, Γi) includes the transmission
duration of the BlockAck and BlockAckReq frames only, instead of

one Ack frame for each SDU [17]
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the QAP is not expected to enforce the QoS guaran-

tees of TS i. Otherwise, the bandwidth reserved for
TS i according to (1) is overprovisioned.

It is worth noting that the scheduling of TXOPs, i.e.

of HCCA traffic streams, also affects the overall ca-

pacity left for contention-based access functions, i.e.

EDCA and DCF.

Finally, we observe that, in order to allow for an

effective bandwidth management, the QAP should

know the exact backlog state of uplink TSs, whose

queues physically reside at the QSTAs. Thus, the

IEEE 802.11e standard defines an optional mecha-

nism to let QSTAs vehiculate such information to the

QAP: QSTAsmay piggyback the length of their trans-

mission queues on outgoing QoS frames. This is done

via a dedicated field of the MAC header, which con-

tains the backlog (in multiples of 256 bytes) of the TS

to which the packet belongs.

III. Wireless Timed Token Protocol

In this section we describe the WTTP scheduling al-

gorithm. WTTP is a round robin algorithm. A round

robin list, whose nodes refer downlink and uplink

TSs, is built at the QAP. One special node represents

contention traffic, i.e. traffic employing contention-

based access schemes (i.e. EDCA and DCF). This is

shown in Fig. 2. When visiting a node in the list,

the scheduler computes the sojourn time for that node

and either schedules a TXOP of the computed sojourn

time (if the node represents an uplink/downlink TS) or

refrains from generating CAPs for the computed so-

journ time (if the node represents contention traffic).

We first describe how the round robin list is managed,

and then show how the sojourn time is computed.

The round robin list management is illustrated in

Fig. 2. As a general rule, nodes should be in the

round robin list only if they actually have traffic to

be served. For this reason, downlink TSs — which in

fact reside at the QAP — are added (removed) when-

ever they become backlogged (idle). However, the

QAP does not know the backlog state of uplink TSs,

which instead reside at the QSTAs. Considering them

as always backlogged is obviously not a good solu-

tion, since some capacity is wasted when an empty

TS is polled. A simple, though effective, alternative is

to have each QSTA piggyback the backlog of its TSs

on outgoing data messages. This way, the scheduler

can remove the node when the associated TS queue

is reported to be empty. In order to know when to

put the node back in the round robin list, we exploit

the fact that many common applications, both CBR

and VBR, generate packets at constant intervals (e.g.

Motion Picture Expert Group (MPEG) and almost

all Voice over IP (VoIP) encoders). We let each TS

specify the interval at which the application generates

packets. In our cross-layer architecture, this informa-

tion, which belongs to the application layer, is fed

to WTTP. The standard TSPEC field minimum Ser-

vice Interval (mSI) is used to convey such informa-
tion. An empty uplink TS is therefore added to the list

again when a time interval equal to the packet inter-

arrival time elapses, so that the QAP can assume that,

according to the packet generation interval advertised

by the application, at least one SDU has been gener-

ated. This way, null responses to polling of upstream

TSs are drastically reduced. However, there is no way

they can be entirely eliminated. In fact, applications

can actually have silence periods (e.g., voice streams

with voice activity detection). Moreover, even if an

application generates packets at known, perfectly reg-

ular intervals, operating systems and hardware usu-

ally add a random jitter to packets before they are ac-

tually inserted into the TS queue, which makes the

application-level information unreliable. For this rea-

son, in Section V.F we assess the WTTP resiliency

to such irregularities through simulation. However,

when a QSTA responds with a null, the next node is

immediately considered for transmission. Finally, the

node representing contention-traffic is always in the

round robin list, since the QAP cannot make any as-

sumptions on forthcoming contention traffic.

Hereafter, we describe how the sojourn time is

computed under WTTP. In doing this, we recall that

WTTP draws its concepts from the Timed Token Pro-

tocol [15], used as a MAC protocol in FDDI ring net-

works, whose lexicon is broadly reused. A similar ap-

proach, i.e. applying the TTP rules to packet schedul-

ing in a centralized manner, has been used by the

Timed Token Service Discipline (TTSD) [26], pro-

posed as an algorithm to schedule packets at a single

output wired link for QoS and non-QoS flows.

In WTTP, a Target Token Rotation Time (TTRT )
is selected as a reference round duration. The so-

journ time of the QAP scheduler (server, hereafter) at

a node is given by either one or both of the following

components: a fixed time, called synchronous band-

width, and a variable time, called asynchronous band-

width. The former is a fixed percentage of TTRT ,
while the latter varies from round to round, and it is

computed so that — if nodes fully exploit it — the

server keeps a steady pace, and every node is visited

each TTRT . More specifically, each node i has a non
negative synchronous bandwidth Hi. Furthermore, a
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Figure 2: WTTP round robin list management

Token Rotation Timer (TRTi), initially set to TTRT ,
counts down the time from the last server visit to ob-

tain the maximum fair share of asynchronous band-

width that node i can exploit. When a node is served,
the asynchronous bandwidth is computed as follows:

ai =

{
0 TRTi < 0

min {TTRT − Hi, TRTi} TRTi ≥ 0
.

(2)

Such a mechanism allows nodes to discriminate

whether they are served earlier than expected

(TRTi ≥ 0), in which case they can exploit a non
null asynchronous bandwidth, or later than expected

(TRTi < 0), in which case they have to refrain
from further delaying the server pace. In the for-

mer case, TRTi is reset to TTRT , in the latter to
TTRT + TRTi.

It can be easily shown that the above algorithm is

the same used by stations running the TTP to regu-

late the circulation of the token. This implies that the

same properties that regulate the timing of the token

circulation in TTP also regulate the service guaran-

tees in WTTP. More specifically, under the following

inequality:

∑
node i

Hi + τ ≤ TTRT. (3)

TTRT is in fact the average inter-service time for a

node, and 2 · TTRT is an upper bound on the inter-

service time [22]. Therefore, a node that has a syn-

chronous bandwidth equal to Hi is in fact entitled to

an average rate equal toHi/TTRT times the channel
speed, and has a bounded medium access time. The

term τ in (3) is an overhead which will be described
later.

Note that TSs may not need the whole syn-

chronous/asynchronous bandwidth assigned to them

at a given round. In the case of a downlink TS, if all

data awaiting transmission are sent, then the node is

removed from the round-robin list. In the case of an

uplink TS, part of the TXOP is left unused and re-

turned to the QAP. On the other hand, since the QAP

does not know if one or more stations wish to ac-

cess the medium using a contention-based function,

the capacity allocated to the DCF/EDCA node is al-

ways entirely consumed, i.e. the QAP does not start

a new CAP until the computed sojourn time has ex-

pired. However, it may happen that a station starts

the transmission of a frame, using DCF/EDCA, just

before the QAP regains the control of the medium to

start a new CAP. Thus, contention-based access could

actually occupy the medium longer than it was sup-

posed to. However, this time overrun, which we re-

ferred to as τ in (3), is upper bounded by the largest
duration between: (i) the time to transmit a maximum

size frame transmitted at the lowest physical rate with

maximum amount of fragments, including MAC con-

trol frames (RTS/CTS/ACK) and interframe spaces;

and, (ii) the maximum duration of an EDCA TXOP.

We now describe how the above parameters (i.e.

TTRT and the synchronous bandwidthsHi) are com-

puted from the TS requirements. We assume that each

TS advertises the following TSPEC fields, described

in Section II, i.e., Ri, Ni, Mi, Di. Furthermore, we

assume that applications inform the QAP of their traf-

fic generation pattern, once more according to a cross-

layer approach: more specifically, they can be either

CBR or VBR, i.e. generating either fixed or variable
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size packets periodically, respectively. A QoS signal-

ing scheme for IEEE 802.11e HCCA such as the one

proposed in [31], which is based on the Reservation

Protocol (RSVP), can be used to convey such infor-

mation. This involves modifying the applications so

that they communicate their application-layer QoS re-

quirements to a MAC sub-module, which translates

them into the above TSPEC parameters. This module

is outside the scope of the IEEE 802.11e standard. If

this cross-layer framework cannot be used, e.g. with

existing applications that do not implement this kind

of resource reservation, the application-layer QoS re-

quirements can be estimated by the MAC sub-module

based on traffic observation, e.g. using Kalman fil-

ters [1]. The TTRT parameter is instead selected by

the QAP according to the TSPEC values negotiated by

QSTAs during the admission control phase. Specifi-

cally, we set the value of TTRT to half the smallest

delay bound, since the round duration is bounded by

2 · TTRT :

TTRT =
1
2

min
i

{Di} . (4)

Note that this guarantees that each TS is granted TX-

OPs at a sufficient rate. However, this does not guar-

antee that the TXOPs will actually be large enough to

clear its backlog, i.e. that all packets will be trans-

mitted within their delay bound. In fact, this depends

on the allocated synchronous bandwidth and the avail-

able asynchronous bandwidth.

For both CBR and VBR TSs, the synchronous

bandwidth is then computed as the minimum capac-

ity such that the mean data rate Ri is guaranteed over

TTRT , that is

Hi = tx(P ) · I(i)+
⌈
Ri · TTRT

Ni

⌉
· tx(Ni,Γi), (5)

where tx(P ) is the time to transmit a QoS CF-Poll (no
data) frame and I(i) is an indicator function which is
1 when i is an uplink TS, and 0 otherwise. More-
over, we assume that the minimum PHY rate Γi is

used when computing the synchronous bandwidth in

(5). Therefore the mean data rate QoS requirement

is guaranteed in the worst case, i.e. when the data

frames of TS i are transmitted at the lowest rate ad-
vertised during the TSPEC negotiation Γi. When TS

i operates at a rate γi > Γi, it will be able to trans-

mit more bits during Hi. However, if TS i empties its
queue, the unused bandwidth is returned to the QAP
2.

2An alternative way of dealing with multi-rate would be to

Furthermore, if VBR TSs were served according

to their average rate, longer packet bursts would ex-

perience higher, perhaps unfeasible, delays. On the

other hand, assigning them a synchronous bandwidth

according to their peak rates would largely overesti-

mate the amount of reserved bandwidth, thus wast-

ing resources. Thus, VBR TSs are also entitled to use

asynchronous bandwidth. More specifically, when the

server visits a VBR TS i, it computes the sojourn time
by summing the synchronous bandwidth Hi (which is

fixed, and accounts for the mean rate) and the asyn-

chronous bandwidth computed at that round (which

is instead variable from one round to another). This

way, VBR TSs are guaranteed a sufficient minimum

rate, and they can additionally exploit the available

asynchronous bandwidth to reduce the delay of long

packet bursts. On the contrary, CBR TSs are not

entitled to consume asynchronous bandwidth: there-

fore, when the QAP schedules a CBR TS, the sojourn

time is given by its synchronous bandwidth alone. Fi-

nally, the node representing contention traffic is only

assigned asynchronous bandwidth. Thus, contention

traffic is not guaranteed to receive service on each

round. However, it can exploit any bandwidth not re-

served or temporarily left unused by HCCA TSs, so as

to receive the highest possible level of service, without

jeopardizing the negotiated QoS guarantees of HCCA

TSs.

The pseudo-code of the procedure serve, for serv-

ing node i, is reported in Fig. 3, provided that i is in
the round robin list. Specifically, the local variable

x stores the amount of capacity that is granted to the
current node during this round. In the case of a CBR

TS, x is always set to the synchronous capacity of the
current TS (line 11). In the case of a VBR TS, instead,

the TRT variable is used to check the timeliness of the
rotation in the function update (lines 1–9), according

to (2). The return value of update is then added to the

synchronous capacity of a VBR TS (line 15), or it is

used to temporarily pause the HCCA scheduler of the

QAP (line 17).

Note that the service guarantees of HCCA TSs, re-

garding the average rate and the upper bound on the

medium access time, only hold under inequality (3).

Therefore, the QAP must enforce (3) at the admission

of new TSs. Specifically, the QAP enforces the fol-

use an observed PHY rate in (5) instead of Γi, e.g. by keeping

track at the QAP of the physical transmission rate employed by

all QSTAs during some time window. This has been exploited by

Gao et al. [13] with the sample scheduler of IEEE 802.11e. While

this allows more TSs to be admitted, provided that some employ

a physical transmission rate higher than Γi, resource overbooking

can lead to the QoS guarantee (1) being violated at some time.
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update (node i)

1 i.TRT -= NOW - i.last
2 i.last = NOW
3 if ( i.TRT < 0 )
4 y = 0
5 i.TRT = i.TRT - floor(i.TRT / TTRT) * TTRT
6 else
7 y = i.TRT
8 i.TRT = TTRT
9 return y

serve (node i)

10 if ( i.type == CBR )
11 x = i.H
12 else
13 y = update (i)
14 if ( i.type == VBR )
15 x = min (i.H + y, TTRT)
16 else
17 s l e e p (y)
18 return
19 if ( i.type == CBR || i.type == VBR )
20 if ( i.direction == DOWNLINK )
21 t r a n sm i t (i, x)
22 else
23 p o l l (i, x)
24 return

Figure 3: Pseudo-code of the WTTP algorithm
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lowing admission control procedure. Assume a QSTA

requests the admission of TS k. The QAP first com-
putes the new value of TTRT according to (4). IfDk

is smaller than mini�=k{Di}, the new TTRT value is
smaller than the old one, and all Hi (i �= k) should
be recomputed according to (4). Then Hk is com-

puted according to (5) as well. If the sum of Hi (in-

cluding Hk) is greater than TTRT , then the QAP re-
jects the admission of TS k, and restores the former
TTRT and Hi values. Thus, the admission of a new

TS may require up to O(n) operations in the worst
case (i.e. Dk < mini�=k{Di}), where n is the num-
ber of admitted TSs. In practice, such computational

complexity should not be an issue, since admission

of TSs happens on a time scale much larger than that

of TXOP scheduling. Furthermore, in Section V, we

show that WTTP reacts to violation of the admission

control test by gracefully degrading the performance

of all streams.

We now analyze the complexity of WTTP. The

serve procedure in Fig. 3 requires a constant number

of operations with respect to the number of TSs. This

procedure is invoked at the end of each TXOP (or con-

tention period). As described above, the round robin

list is managed so as to contain only nodes associated

to TSs that either are busy (in the downlink case) or

are considered to be busy (in the uplink busy), in ad-

dition to the node associated to contention traffic. In

the former case, the serve procedure is invoked only

once, whereas in the latter case the serve procedure is

invoked once or twice, depending on the timeliness of

the visit. Thus, WTTP has an O(1) per-packet com-
putational complexity.

IV. Related work

In this section, we review the existing literature re-

lated to scheduling of traffic in IEEE 802.11e HCCA.

A number of different approaches have been proposed

in the recent past [30], which we classify in three

categories: algorithms based on packet deadlines,

which exploit the properties of well-known algorithms

from the literature of real-time scheduling in multi-

programmed operating systems; algorithms based on

queue length estimation, which periodically adapt the

scheduling of TXOPs to the estimated needs of uplink

TSs; and, finally, hybrid HCCA/EDCA approaches,

which exploit service differentiation via EDCA based

on channel load estimation.

Since some of the works described below are based

on the sample scheduler defined by the IEEE 802.11e

standard for informational purposes ([20] App. K) we

briefly describe it first. The sample scheduler pro-

duces TDM-like schedules: each TS is periodically

allocated a fixed capacity. The period is called Service

Interval (SI) and it is the same for all traffic streams.
It is computed as the smallest value of the MSIs (or
delay bound values, if the latter is not specified) of ad-

mitted TSs, i.e. SI = mini{Di,MSIi}. The TXOP
duration is then set to the smallest value that satisfies

(1). The TXOP is rounded up to contain an integer

number of packets of nominal SDU size, which may

produce a surplus bandwidth allocation to that TS. In

order to avoid head-of-line blocking, the actual TXOP

value is the maximum between the value obtained by

the above procedure and the time to transmit a packet

of Maximum SDU Size. That is, the TXOP of TS i is
computed as follows:

TXOPi = tx(P ) · I(i) + (6)

max
{⌈

Ri · SI

Ni

⌉
· tx(Ni,Γi), tx(Mi,Γi)

}
.

Since the sample scheduler produces a periodic

schedule, it does not serve VBR traffic efficiently. In

fact, periodically scheduling fixed TXOPs may result

in wasting resources, since overprovisioning (with re-

spect to the mean data rate) is required in order to pro-

vide feasible delay bounds. This has been shown in

[11], where the authors present a simulation study that

highlights the ineffectiveness of the sample scheduler

in handling VBR traffic.

IV.A. Deadline-based algorithms

The problem of scheduling real-time tasks in a mul-

tiprogrammed environment has been widely studied

over the last decades. The results obtained in that field

have been adapted to the context of HCCA scheduling

[7] [14] [24].

The Real-Time HCCA Scheduler (RTH) [7] com-

bines the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm

with the Stack Resource Policy (SRP), which are ef-

ficient policies for scheduling real-time periodic tasks

in a multiprogrammed environment. When a TS re-

quests admission to the QAP, RTH computes a peri-

odic timetable in which TSs are granted a fixed ca-

pacity. This allows TSs with different requirements

to be scheduled efficiently, and therefore RTH admits

more TSs than the sample scheduler. However, RTH

cannot deal with VBR traffic.

In [14] the authors propose the Scheduling based on

Estimated Transmission Time (SETT-EDD). SETT-

EDD requires that TSs additionally specify the min-

imum service interval (mSI), which is the minimum
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time that must elapse between two consecutive ser-

vice periods. Each SDU is assigned an eligibility time

(i.e. time before which the SDU cannot be served)

equal to its arrival time plus mSI , and a deadline
equal to the arrival time plus MSI . The arrival time
of packets at uplink queues is estimated by the QAP,

which assumes that SDUs of nominal size arrive at

QSTAs at the specified mean data rate. SDUs are then

served using the well-known algorithm Earliest Due

Date (EDD). SETT-EDD has been shown to perform

better than the sample scheduler, especially with VBR

traffic. However, it exhibits a high per-SDU computa-

tional complexity.

Finally, in [24] the authors propose a scheduling

algorithm that considers both CBR and VBR traffic.

The algorithm is run periodically by the QAP, which

only considers QSTAs which perceive a good state

channel3. CBR TSs are served first, according to the

same algorithm used by the sample scheduler. Then,

the remainder of the service period is scheduled to

VBR TSs according to a deadline-based approach: a

TXOP is served as late as possible without violating

its deadline, which is set equal to the specified de-

lay bound. Since the QAP does not know the arrival

time of uplink packets, the worst case is assumed: the

next packet is enqueued as soon as the previous one

has been dispatched. Although the number of oper-

ations required for scheduling a single TXOP is low,

the computation of the periodic schedule adds a con-

siderable overhead, due to the need of sorting TX-

OPs based on their relative deadlines. In order not

to waste channel capacity in a real environment, the

QAP may actually be forced to start the computation

of the schedule well in advance of the beginning of a

service period, thus using partial information. On the

other hand, we remark that WTTP, being a rate-based

algorithm (instead of deadline-based), is O(1) with
respect to the number of TSs, which makes it feasible

for implementation at high rates with low-cost hard-

ware.

IV.B. Algorithms based on queue length
estimation

Another approach to dealing with uplink VBR traffic

is to estimate the length of uplink TS queues, and tune

the length of TXOPs granted to them accordingly [2]

[3]. This can be done by exploiting the optional queue

size piggybacking mechanism. Specifically, in [2], the

3this requires a MAC signaling protocol that notifies the QAP

of slow-changing channel state information, such as the one cur-

rently under specification in the Task Group k of the IEEE 802.11

committee [21].

information provided by the QSTAs about the state of

their own queues is used to feed a control system at the

QAP, which estimates the requirements of the estab-

lished TSs. The resulting scheduler is the Feedback

Based Dynamic Scheduler (FBDS), which schedules

TXOPs whose duration depends on the requirements

estimated by the control system during each period.

If the sum of the allocations exceeds the service pe-

riod, then all the TXOPs are decreased proportion-

ally. On the other hand, the queue size estimation

algorithm in [3], namely Fair HCF (FHCF), is based

on a linear combination of the queue length samples

collected over a fixed-size time window. TXOPs are

then computed proportionally to the estimated queue

length distributions. Before scheduling TXOPs, the

QAP tunes the allocation by fairly redistributing the

unused service period, if any, or by fairly decreasing

the TXOPs if their sum exceeds the service period.

Both FBDS and FHCF may require a high compu-

tational overhead at the beginning of each service pe-

riod, due to the queue length estimation and the TX-

OPs tuning procedures. On the other hand, WTTP

does not perform any queue length estimation.

IV.C. Hybrid HCCA/EDCA scheduling

Finally, we review the following approaches, based

on using EDCA, either alone or in combination with

HCCA, to provide TSs with parameterized QoS.

In [6] the authors propose to use EDCA, which has

been designed for prioritized access, to guarantee pa-

rameterized QoS. To do so, they implement a central-

ized admission control procedure for EDCA, which

uses the same set of TSPEC parameters intended by

the standard for HCCA. Medium access is subject to

controlled airtime usage, which is provided by means

of either tuning the maximum duration of a frame ex-

change sequence, or limiting the accessing frequency

of each traffic category. Both methods assume that

QSTAs continuously monitor the channel load, which

warrants good performance when the stations trans-

mission rates change over time. However, the inher-

ent random-access nature of EDCA makes it impossi-

ble to derive deterministic bounds on QoS guarantees

a priori. Thus, the performance is in fact assessed via

simulation.

In [29] the authors propose to allow VBR flows

to access the medium using both HCCA and EDCA,

according to a dynamic association of traffic flows

to the two medium access modes based on a current

channel load estimation. However, this implies that

VBR traffic requiring parameterized QoS guarantees

may actually collide with (e.g.) non QoS traffic using
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EDCA. In WTTP, on the other hand, although VBR

TSs and contention traffic contend for the available

asynchronous capacity, their packets cannot collide

with each other, which limits channel wastage.

V. Performance analysis

In this section we analyze WTTP through simulation.

We first define the traffic models and metrics used in

the performance analysis and the settings under which

the latter is carried out, and then describe the simula-

tion scenarios. Simulation results are presented last,

from Section V.C to Section V.G. More specifically,

we assess the effectiveness of WTTP to serve uplink

VBR traffic streams, under different load conditions.

Furthermore, we analyze the resiliency of WTTP with

respect to violation of the admission control limit, and

its sensitivity to the selection of TTRT and to irreg-

ularities in the arrival pattern of VBR traffic. Then,

we assess the performance of WTTP in a mixed sce-

nario, which involves downlink and uplink TSs, and

CBR and VBR TSs, respectively. The effectiveness of

the polling strategy on the capacity left for contention-

based access is evaluated in both the uplink VBR traf-

fic only and the varied scenario. Finally, we compare

WTTP to FHCF, which also exploits the piggyback-

ing of the backlog on outgoing uplink data messages,

and is specifically suited for VBR traffic.

V.A. Traffic models and performance
metrics

We consider two types of QoS traffic transmitted

through HCCA: VoIP and videoconference (VC).

Data traffic, which possesses non specific QoS re-

quirements, is instead transmitted using DCF. Stations

with data traffic operate in asymptotic conditions, i.e.

they always have a frame to transmit. The packet

length of data traffic is constant and equal to 1500

bytes.

We simulate a VoIP traffic stream as an ON/OFF

source: during the ON (talkspurt) periods the traffic

is CBR with parameters that depend on the encoding

scheme; during the OFF (silence) periods no packets

are generated. The encoding scheme that we employ

is the G.711 [10], which produces 50 packets of 160

bytes (including IP/UDP/RTP headers) per second.

Talkspurt and silence periods are distributed accord-

ing to Weibull distributions4 , as reported in [5] so as

to model a one-to-one conversation: λON = 1.423 s,
4The cumulative density function of the Weibull distribution

with scale λ and shape k is F (x;λ, k) = 1 − exp
(
−(x/λ)k

)
,

with x > 0.

kON = 0.824, λOFF = 0.899 s, kOFF = 1.089
(which yields E[ON ] = 1.58 s, E[OFF ] = 0.87 s).
We simulate VC traffic according to a pre-encoded

MPEG4 trace file (LectureHQ-Reisslein, from the In-

ternet archive of traces [32]). MPEG4 encoders pro-

duce streams of frames of variable size at fixed inter-

vals [12]. In our simulation analysis, the frame rate is

30 fps, which corresponds to a frame interarrival time

of about 33.3 ms, the average rate is about 158 kb/s,

and the peak rate is about 2.7 Mb/s. In both VoIP

and VC traffic models, the downlink and uplink traffic

flows of a bidirectional TS are not correlated.

As far as HCCA traffic is concerned, we measure

the access delay (or delay, for short), defined as the

time elapsed from the packet reaching the MAC layer

to that packet being successfully acknowledged. Fur-

thermore, we define the null ratio of an uplink TS as

the ratio between the number of null messages issued

by a QSTA in response to polls from the QAP, and

the overall number of polls issued by the QAP. The

null ratio is a measure of the overhead due to the spe-

cific polling scheme that is used by the correspond-

ing scheduling algorithm. For uplink TSs, we also

measure the polling interval, which is defined as the

time elapsed between two consecutive polls directed

to the same TS. Finally, with regard to contention-

based access, we measure the throughput of DCF traf-

fic. Note that, since data traffic stations operate in

asymptotic conditions, this is a direct measure of the

amount of channel that is left available by the QAP

for contention-based access.

V.B. Simulation settings

The physical layer parameters are those specified by

the High Rate Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (HR-

DSSS) [19], also known as 802.11b, and are reported

in Table V.B. We assume that the wireless channel

is error-free. Hence, MAC level fragmentation and

multi-rate support are disabled. This assumption al-

lows us to focus specifically on the systems perfor-

mance in ideal conditions. Channel errors should ob-

viously be taken into account to have a more realistic

system model, but the analysis of their influence on

the scheduling algorithms is left for future study. Fur-

thermore, we assume that all nodes can directly com-

municate with each other. Therefore, the hidden node

problem and packet capture are not taken into consid-

eration, and the RTS/CTS protection mechanism and

automatic rate switching are disabled.

We have implemented WTTP and FHCF in the ns2

network simulator [18], using the HCCA implemen-

tation framework described in [8]. The analysis has
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Parameter Value Parameter Value

SIFS 10 µs PHY header 192 µs

PIFS 30 µs Data rate 11 Mb/s

DIFS 50 µs Basic rate 1 Mb/s

SlotTime 20 µs

Table 1: MAC and physical layer parameters.

been carried out using the method of independent

replications [25]. Specifically, we ran twenty inde-

pendent replications of 1000 s each, with a 100 s ini-

tial warm-up period. In all the simulation runs, we

estimate the 95% confidence interval for each perfor-

mance measure. Confidence intervals are not drawn

whenever negligible.

V.C. Uplink VBR traffic

In this scenario, we analyze the system performance

with uplink VBR traffic only. The delay bound value

of TSs is set to the video frames generation interval

(i.e. 33 ms). The maximum number of TSs that can

be served with WTTP according to the admission con-

trol test in (3) is 115. More specifically, we aim at

analyzing the performance of VBR traffic, in terms

of delay, with an increasing number of QSTAs, each

having an uplink VC TS. According to the definition

of synchronous capacity in (5), TSs are provided with

a reserved rate equal to the average rate of the appli-

cation, which is much lower than its peak rate. Hence

we expect a fraction of packets to experience a delay

higher than 33 ms.

The average polling interval, reported in Fig. 4, in-

creases when the number of QSTAs increases. This

is because the average WTTP round duration in-

creases with the number of uplink TSs, which entails

higher polling intervals. More specifically, the av-

erage polling interval is higher than 33 ms because,

in most cases, the duration of the TXOP granted by

the QAP is enough for the QSTA to clear its backlog.

Hence, the QSTA indicates to the QAP an empty TS

queue. The QAP, in turn, will poll the TS after 33 ms

have elapsed. This fixed contribution to the polling in-

terval sums up to the increasing average round dura-

tion, which accounts for the increasing WTTP curve.

In regard to delay, Fig.4 also reports the 99th per-

centile and the average value. In both cases, the curves

increase with the traffic load, and the average delays

are about half the 99th percentile respective ones. This

5As we show further on in this section, inequality (3) can be

relaxed, so as to allow WTTP to serve up to 17 TSs without sig-

nificant performance degradation, in terms of the 99th percentile

of the delay.

Figure 4: Delay (both 99th percentile and average)

and average polling interval of an uplink VBR TS.

can be justified as follows. The 99th percentile of

delay is the sum of two components: the first one,

equal to the packet generation interval (i.e. 33 ms),

takes into account that an uplink TS may indicate an

empty queue to the QAP just before receiving a packet

from the application, hence it will not be polled be-

fore a packet generation interval; the second one, on

the other hand, is upper bounded by the WTTP round

duration, which in turn depends on the number of ad-

mitted TSs. However, when a packet which experi-

ences a delay higher than 33 ms is served, the next

one is already available for transmission. Thus, the

QAP has a chance to transmit both packets in the same

TXOP, provided that enough asynchronous bandwidth

was assigned by the QAP to the current TXOP. In

other words, the extra bandwidth allocated to VBR

TSs compensates for the high delays experienced by

a fraction of packets, which is due to the polling strat-

egy based on queue status feedback from QSTAs.

V.D. Sensitivity analysis

We now carry out a sensitivity analysis of WTTP with

respect to the TTRT system parameter. To do so, we
repeated the simulations analyzed in the previous sec-

tion (i.e. uplink VC traffic only), by setting the TTRT
value to T · (1 + x), with x equal to −10%, −5%,
+5%, +10%, and T equal to the value computed ac-

cording to (4), that is 16,67 ms. In doing this, we also

evaluate the resilience to violations of the admission

control limit derived from (3), in order to assess how

gracefully the QoS of admitted TSs degrades in case

of overload. To do so, in the experiments we allow the

number of QSTAs to grow up to 17, which is a 50%
increase with the respect to the limit computed for the

same scenario in Section V.C (i.e. 11 QSTAs). Fi-

nally, we modified the VC traffic model described in
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Section V.A by adding a random time interval to the

packet interarrival times.

The average polling interval, reported in Fig.5, ex-

hibits an irregular behavior, which is due to the con-

currence of the following two mechanisms. On the

one hand, part of the average polling interval is due

to the average round duration, which increases when

the number of QSTAs increases. On the other hand,

as soon as an uplink TS clears its backlog, that TS

has to wait for at least 33 ms, that is the packet gen-

eration interval, which does not depend on the num-

ber of QSTAs. When the system is underloaded, the

duration of a round is small, thus it is likely that a

TS has to wait for the expiration of the packet gen-

eration interval timer before being served again. This

corresponds to the first increasing part of the curves in

Fig. 5. As the number of QSTAs increases, it becomes

more and more probable that the packet generation in-

terval timer expires before a full round has elapsed. In

other words, the probability that an uplink TS misses

a service turn decreases when the number of QSTAs

increases, thus reducing the average polling interval

as well. This corresponds to the decreasing part of

the curves in Fig. 5. Finally, when the systems gets

overloaded, the effect of the packet generation inter-

val timer becomes negligible with respect to the aver-

age round duration. Hence, the average polling dura-

tion increases again with the number of QSTAs, un-

til it eventually shows a steep increase (not shown in

Fig. 5), which entails unfeasible VC delays. As can be

seen, in most cases the variations on the TTRT value
lead to proportional variations on the average polling

interval curves. However, this is not true in the cases

of −5% and −10% when the system is underloaded,

where the curves lie significantly above the 0%,+5%,
and +10% curves. This is because with small TTRT
values, when the system is extremely underloaded, the

packet generation interval is higher than twice the av-

erage round duration. Thus, in most rounds the uplink

TSs miss two service turns, instead of one, as in the

cases with larger TTRT , which leads to substantially
higher average polling intervals.

In Fig. 6 we show the 99th percentile of the de-

lay. As long as the system is underloaded, the de-

lay curves increase with almost the same rate as the

average polling interval ones. Also, when the sys-

tem is extremely underloaded, the −5% and −10%
curves experience the same anomaly discussed above

in regard to the average polling interval. However,

when the system load increases, the 99th percentile

of delay increases with a smaller rate than the aver-

age polling interval. This is because the reduction

Figure 5: Average polling interval of an uplink VBR

TS for various TTRT values.

Figure 6: 99th percentile of the delay of an uplink

VBR TS for various TTRT values.

in the average polling interval cannot overcompensate

the reduction of asynchronous bandwidth available to

VBR TSs, due to the increasing load. The net effect is

that there is a region where the 99th percentile of the

delay does not depend on the number of QSTAs. Note

that the longer the TTRT duration is, the larger the

size of this plateau is (e.g., in the case of −10% there

is no such a region). Finally, as in the average polling

interval case, the curves raise again when the system

gets overloaded.

As shown in the analysis above, the performance of

admitted TSs degrades gracefully (if at all) when the

admission control limit is exceeded so as to serve up

to 50% more TSs. In fact, the size of MPEG video

frames is highly variable, hence the synchronous

bandwidth computation in (5), which assumes a con-

stant size of all packets equal to the nominal SDU

size, is substantially overprovisioned. This is due to

the ceiling operator in (5), and to the fact that MAC

and physical layer overheads are proportional to the

number of packets, not to the packet size or rate.
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Figure 7: Null ratio when packet arrivals at uplink

VBR TSs are not strictly periodic.

Furthermore, we repeated the set of simulations in

Section V.C, this time modifying the frame genera-

tion pattern of VC applications. As discussed in Sec-

tion III, the frame generation interval should be con-

stant and equal to 33 ms. However, operating system

mechanisms (e.g., task scheduling) often add a ran-

dom term to the above interval, making the nominal

information unreliable. Thus, we assess the impact on

the performance of imperfectly periodic packet gener-

ation by adding a random value to the nominal packet

generation interval. The random value is sampled

from a uniform distribution between −x and x, with
x equal to 5%, 10%, and 20% the packet generation

interval, respectively. The observed effect of imper-

fect packet generation is negligible. In fact, since the

round duration is variable, WTTP inherently compen-

sates arrival times irregularities, up to a large extent.

As a matter of fact, the only metric slightly affected

by the imperfect packet generation is the null ratio,

reported in Fig. 7. The latter increases with the width

of the uniform distribution interval. Nonetheless, the

absolute value is small enough not to affect the perfor-

mance significantly, in terms of both the delay of VC

TSs and the throughput of contention traffic (the ob-

served difference for those measures, not shown here,

is less than 1%).

V.E. Bi-directional CBR and VBR traffic

In this scenario we compare the performance of

WTTP with mixed CBR and VBR traffic. To do so,

we set up an increasing number of QSTAs, from 1

to 6, each having a bi-directional VoIP TS and a bi-

directional VC TS. The delay bound value of VoIP

TSs is set to 20 ms, and that of VC TSs to 33 ms.

Fig.8 shows the average polling interval of VoIP

and VC TSs. The curves are almost constant and ap-

Figure 8: Average polling interval of uplink TSs when

bi-directional CBR and VBR traffic is transmitted.

proximately equal to the packet generation interval of

VoIP and VC traffic, respectively. This is in contrast

with the results obtained with uplink VBR traffic only,

where the average polling interval increases with the

number of QSTAs. This is due to the presence of CBR

traffic, which keeps the average round duration much

smaller (in fact, TTRT = 10 ms) than the packet
generation interval of VC applications (i.e. 33 ms).

Fig. 9 shows the 99th percentile of the delay of VoIP

and VC traffic, respectively. Let us consider VoIP traf-

fic first. The downlink curve lies significantly below

the uplink one. On the one hand, each node associated

to a downlink TS is added to the round robin list as

soon as the TSs queue becomes backlogged. There-

fore, the service delay is only due to the time that it

takes for the server to cycle through the backlogged

nodes. On the other hand, the minimum polling inter-

val of VoIP TSs is equal to the VoIP packet generation

interval, i.e. 20 ms, which sums up to the round dura-

tion delay. The same line of reasoning holds for VC

traffic as well. In fact, in downlink, the VC curves

are almost overlapping with the VoIP ones. On the

other hand, in uplink, the 99th delay percentile is al-

ways larger than the VC packet generation interval,

i.e. 33 ms.

V.F. Effectiveness of the polling strategy

We now evaluate the effectiveness of exploiting cross-

layer information about uplink TSs by measuring the

capacity left for contention-based access. To this pur-

pose, we compare WTTP with a modified version,

in which the queues corresponding to uplink TSs are

never removed from the round robin list, i.e. they

are assumed to be always backlogged. Thus, the

QAP does not exploit neither the piggybacking of the

TS backlog on data messages, nor cross-layer infor-
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Figure 9: 99th percentile of the delay of uplink and

downlink TSs when bi-directional CBR and VBR traf-

fic is transmitted.

Figure 10: DCF traffic throughput when a) uplink

VBR traffic, and b) bidirectional CBR and VBR traffic

are transmitted.

mation about the nominal packet generation interval.

We simulated the scenarios analyzed in the previous

sections, i.e. both uplink VBR traffic only and bi-

directional CBR and VBR traffic, using both WTTP

and the above mentioned modified version.

Quite clearly, the MAC overhead involved in un-

necessarily polling idle uplink TSs is large. In fact, in

Fig. 10 we show the throughput of DCF traffic under

both WTTP and the modified version. As expected, in

both cases, the throughput decreases with the number

of QSTAs, since the channel is shared among an in-

creasing number of TSs served with HCCA. However,

WTTP largely outperforms the modified version, in

terms of the capacity left for contention access. Thus,

the polling strategy adopted for uplink TSs in WTTP

allows a large amount of capacity to be saved, thus

improving the performance for DCF traffic.

Figure 11: CDF of the delay of an uplink VBR TS

under WTTP and FHCF.

V.G. Comparison with FHCF

To conclude our analysis, we compare the results ob-

tained with WTTP and FHCF, in the case of uplink

VBR traffic only.

We analyze the Cumulative Distribution Function

(CDF) of delay, reported in Fig. 11, in the following

cases: system highly underloaded (i.e. 1 QSTA only);

11 QSTAs admitted, which is the admission control

limit of WTTP according to (3); 13 QSTAs admitted,

which is the admission control limit of FHCF. In all

load conditions, the distribution tails with FHCF are

heavier than those with WTTP. This can be justified

as follows. TXOPs are scheduled by FHCF based

on the queue size estimation over the previous ser-

vice periods. Assume that a burst of packets is en-

queued at a TS, due to the generation of a large video

frame, during round i. In this case, FHCF will not
be able to schedule an adequate TXOP until the next

round i + 1, which leads to large video frames being
served with a delay greater than a service period (i.e.

33 ms), although the system is underloaded (e.g. 1

QSTA only). As the load increases, the delay of large

video frames further increases due to the correspond-

ing reduction of available capacity per traffic stream.

WTTP, in particular, exhibits lighter delay tails also

with 11 and 13 QSTAs, when the average polling in-

terval of FHCF (i.e., about 33 ms) is lower than that

with WTTP (shown in Fig. 4). This is because WTTP

polls uplink TSs with larger TXOPs, although at a

lower rate.

Finally, in Fig. 12 we show the throughput of

contention traffic, using DCF. The WTTP curve lies

slightly above the FHCF curve, because the former

does not follow a strictly periodic polling scheme, and

hence it sometimes serves two video frames within

the same TXOP, thus saving one poll. The higher the
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Figure 12: DCF traffic throughput under WTTP and

FHCF when uplink VBR traffic is transmitted.

number of QSTAs (i.e. the average round duration),

the higher the probability of such an event.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a centralized scheduling al-

gorithm, namely WTTP, to serve multimedia traffic in

IEEE 802.11e networks using HCCA. WTTP, which

has a O(1) per-packet computational complexity with
respect to the number of TSs, is able to provide all

admitted traffic streams, either CBR or VBR, with

rate-based guarantees. WTTP exploits cross-layer in-

formation, namely the application packet generation

pattern (either CBR or VBR) and application packet

generation interval, to devise an effective bandwidth

sharing and polling strategy. In fact, VBR TSs are

provided with an extra amount of bandwidth so as to

keep packet delays low also when their current rates

temporarily exceed the mean reserved rates. Further-

more, the QAP refrains from polling uplink TSs which

notified an empty buffer before a full packet genera-

tion interval has elapsed.

We evaluated the performance of WTTP via an ex-

tensive simulation analysis. The results showed that

WTTP is able to serve VBRTSs with a 99th percentile

of the delay which is almost constant with respect to

the number of admitted traffic streams. Moreover,

with mixed bi-directional CBR and VBR traffic, the

99th percentile of delay with both traffic types was

shown to be stable under different load conditions,

and slightly higher than the respective packet genera-

tion intervals. Finally, we analyzed the resilience of

WTTP under the following conditions: random jit-

ter in the packet interval generation of uplink appli-

cations; variations of the TTRT; violation of the ad-

mission control limit. WTTP has been shown to be

resilient to the above effects, in terms of the perfor-

mance of both HCCA and contention-based access

functions.
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